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The making of Cobalt Blue 

Cobalt blue is unique shade of Blue that is takes afters a 

small tint of purple, However it wasn’t any ordinary color 

made up on the spot .Long ago the terminology for Cobalt 

itself started out as a chemical name form the periodic 

table. Both the French Scientist and the government were 

also trying to the it’s proper color code for for the ocean. 

And thus the creation of this color concept and the this new 

shade of blue began with began with the chemist Thenards 

and his experimentation by mixing two different powerders 

from the periodic table to create Cobalt. In the article it was 

stated by the author Joanna Mayer that the chemist 

incorporated the use of of phosphate and type of arsenate 

at a certain temparature to make the newly refined blue



More Cobalt History

As stated previously in the first article Cobalt originally 

got started in the periodic table. However there is more 

to it because it was mentioned 

https://www.etymonline.com/word/cobalt  and in the 

article “Cobalt ( N )”, that the methology fo Cobalt 

correlated to the history of goblins, demons, and trolls. 

The term also shows the true theory and stories about 

the goblins existence 

https://www.etymonline.com/word/cobalt


The use of Cobalt Blue 

Ever since the invention of the Cobalt blue color scheme, has been used for different items, 

innovations and possessions. As stated by the writer  in an article “ cobalt blue; from fake silver 

to colorful pigment”,Originally the color was meant to paint glass, and unstabled pigment tested 

by the French Government, now it is used for presentation and and fine arts.
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